Double-Play

Aerosol Attachment
for
A S S E M B LY & U S A G E G U I D E
Aerosol Attachment for Streamliner 70 and Streamliner 353

Double-Play

|

Aerosol Attachment

STREAMLINER DOUPLE PLAY

AT TA C H M E N T I N S T R U C T I O N S
3-wheel 353 model and 4-wheel 70 model

The optional Double Play connects to the vertical shaft of the Streamliner handle.
If your Streamliner came with the Double Play already attached, skip to Step 4 for
set-up instructions.

➊

Remove the right handle grip
on the Streamliner and insert the trigger
onto the handle shaft. The longest side
of the triangle shaped trigger should face
toward the front of the Streamliner
chalker unit and the small slotted hole
should be on the bottom. Then, reinstall
the handle grip.
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➋

To attach Double Play start by
unscrewing the tension bolt (red knob)
until the end of the bolt is flush with the
inside of the unit.

➌

Wrap the Double Play around the
vertical handle shaft of the Streamliner so
it nestles into the u-joint. The Double Play
can be located anywhere on the lower end
of the vertical handle shaft.
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COCOA MOP

An adjustment for proper height will
be made in Step 5. Retighten the tension
bolt to hold it to the vertical handle shaft.
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Connect the trigger chain to the
trigger on the handle. Slide chain through
the larger hole on the trigger and pull the
chain taught before locking it into the
smaller hole.
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STREAMLINER DOUPLE PLAY

➍

➎

Insert well shaken aerosol field
paint can into the Double Play. To properly
position the can, make sure the T or H
nozzle of the spray can is inserted so that
it is perpendicular to the capsule shaped
hole in the triggering mechanism below the
unit. After properly aligning the can, secure
it by pulling the bungee cap up over the
can. Place the cap into the concave portion
of the base of the spray can. To operate
the Double Play, press the trigger on the
handle forward with your right thumb or
forefinger just enough to spray the paint.
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triggering mechanism
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➏

O P T I O N A L D O U B L E P L AY

Set your paint line width by spraying
a test on turf that is mowed at the same
height as your field turf. Loosen the
compression screw and the trigger chain
and adjust up or down until your get the
desired line width. Remember to adjust the
trigger chain length each time the Double
Play is moved up or down. Use a permanent
marker to indicate the line size. Do this for
each size line you will need to paint.
Loosen the compression screw
upward for wider lines or
downward for narrower lines
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Consider these Beacon Built innovative products…
Get the most out of your Streamliner. These innovative accessories will make
your routine tasks even easier. Take the imperfection out of creating your softball
pitcher’s circle with this easy to use kit. After years of operation even a workhorse
dry-line marker like the Streamliner can show some wear. This kit with key Streamliner
parts provides everything you need to restore your Streamliner to like-new condition.
ACCESSORIES FOR STREAMLINERS

Softball Pitcher’s Circle Kit

Streamliner Refurbishing Kit

ADJUSTABLE WEIGHT DRAG SYSTEMS

Beacon X-Drag Field Weight Kit

Beacon Adjustable Weight Nail Drag System

Get the weight right with either the Beacon X-Drag Kit Field Kit or Adjustable Weight
Nail Drag System. Both allow you to adjust the weight with Beacon Field Weights.
The correct weight depends upon many factors, and field weights put you in control.
To learn more about our innovative products, visit BeaconAthletics.com/innovation
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